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Along with further development of IT industry, information is permeating among 
every aspect of people’s daily life. This kind of society is referred to as Ubiquitous 
Information Society, i.e., anyone is able to connect to a network via a proper terminal 
device anywhere at any time, so as to obtain a customized information service. In 
current industry of fast moving consumer goods, it is urgently required to utilize the 
ubiquitous information network to obtain customer’s consumption demands rapidly, 
get feedback accurately, and realize production according to demands, so as to 
achieve the object of a minimal stock. Only in such way of timely obtaining and 
analyzing the demands of the customer, and launching quickly an appropriate product, 
an invincible position can be obtained in the market with an intense competition. 
The enterprise where the author works has a set of complete conventional sales 
information system. It is an important issue to be resolved for the manager of the 
enterprise how to develop a set of modern fast moving consumer goods sales system 
based on the ubiquitous network by utilizing the characteristic of the ubiquitous 
network, the security and computerization technology together with the available 
system. Mobile Sales Management Platform is developed in this background. This 
platform integrates web, database, networking and communication 
network-technologies and utilizes the advantage of the ubiquitous network to establish 
a high efficient bridge among the manager of the enterprise, sales representatives, 
warehouse men and settlement workforce, and realizes functions such as placing an 
order anywhere at any time, centralized financial settlement and wireless inventory 
stock taking. Through integrating resources and shortening selling and settlement time, 
unnecessary processes are eliminated, FMCG sales centralization management is 
deployed, sales-through capability of the fast moving consumer goods is improved, 
and sales revenue of the enterprise is increased, and finally the objects of profitability 
and development are achieved.  
 














1. It is proposed and designed to realize an SMS order management and central 
settlement system in the FMCG (fast moving consumer goods) industry based on the 
ubiquitous mobile SMS technology; 
2. Various key technologies and features in the ubiquitous network are analyzed. 
It is attempted to apply an intelligent terminal in the sales and marketing area via the 
ubiquitous network in combination with the characteristic of the fast moving 
consumer goods industry. An intelligent sales management system including a set of 
functions such as route manual/calling list, asset barcode scanning and real-time credit 
limit querying is designed. 
The achievement of the paper is a successful attempt and application of a part of 
the ubiquitous network technology in the enterprise information system. 
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